LR Actuators with 6-Way Electronic Pressure Independent Characterized Control Valves

A
P3050B6-K
P3075B6-J

DN 15: 35 Nm
DN 20: 55 Nm

B
P3050B6-KS
P3075B6-JS

DN 15: 35 Nm
DN 20: 55 Nm
LRX24-LP EP6
Modulating, Non-Spring Return, 24 V

Communication/Modbus RTU Wiring/BACnet MS/TP Wiring

***INSTALLATION NOTES***

- Provide overload protection and disconnect as required.
- Actuators may be connected in parallel. Power consumption and input impedance must be observed.
- Actuators are provided with color coded wires. Wire numbers are provided for reference.
- NFC
- Meets cULus requirements without the need of an electrical ground connection.

**WARNING! LIVE ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS!**

During installation, testing, servicing and troubleshooting of this product, it may be necessary to work with live electrical components. Have a qualified licensed electrician or other individual who has been properly trained in handling live electrical components perform these tasks. Failure to follow all electrical safety precautions when exposed to live electrical components could result in death or serious injury.